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SUMMARY 
The G&and representation of a commutative Banach algebra, A is extended to 
principal extensions of Riemann surfaces over A. A modification of the well-known 
description of the principal extension of the Riemann sphere over a (generally non 
commutative) Banaah algebra is also given. 
INTRODUCTION 
In [4] de Bruijn showed that the extension of locally analytic functions 
to a general Banach algebra by means of Dunford’s Operational Calculus 
(see [9], Ch. 5 or [7], sec. 7.3) produces a set of function germs suitable 
for an analytic function theory. De Bruijn [4] also introduced the class 
of analytic manifolds belonging to such a function theory ; these manifolds 
are the so-called principal extensions of Riemann surfaces. A detailed 
study of the extension of the Riemann sphere to matrix algebras is given 
by De Bruijn in [5]. Analytic functions of matrices have provided a strong 
incentive for Banach algebra function theory (see e.g. the paper by De 
Bruijn and Szekeres [6]); for that reason the main interest has been in 
Banach algebras which are not necessarily commutative. In a part of the 
present paper we restrict ourselves to commutative Banach algebras and 
we describe the generalisation of the Gelfand representation theorem to 
principal extensions of Riemann surfaces (see sec. 3 below) ; instead of 
principal extensions we could have treated Banach manifolds - not 
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originating from Riemann surfaces - (see [4] for the definition), or strong 
Banach manifolds (see [3]) with the same tools. In sec. 2, where the 
assumption of commutativity of the algebra is not made, we give a 
description of the principal extension of the Riemann sphere, which is 
slightly simpler then the ones given earlier ([4], [5]). Also B. W. Glickfeld 
[8] has studied generalised spheres over a commutative Banach algebra 
and their Gelfand representations but our principal extensions of Riemann 
spheres differ from Glickfeld’s spheres (generally our spheres are proper 
subsets of the ones in [S]). 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
1.1. Riemunn surfaces 
In this paper a Riemann surface is always given by an atlas, i.e. an 
equivalence relation for pairs (Q, oy), where J26 is an open set in Cl and 
ori E J& (i E I), satisfying the following three conditions : 
- If (Q, 0~) N (06, b) then oc=B. 
- If (!& o(i) N (Q, LX~) then there exists a uniquely determined open set 
L&f with art E&C L$ and an analytic homeomorphism @t;r of Q, into 
Q such that (Qf, 5‘) N (4, &j(c)) for all t E L&j and such that for no 
[ E &\QQ there exists a 5’ E QJ with (L?g, 5) N (Q, 5’). 
- If (Q, N) is not equivalent to (Q, q) then there are open sets Ql and 
L$ with Q EL& C Qi, LX~ E L?; C s2, and (Q, [t) is not equivalent to (In,, t) 
for ad1 & E L2;, t E L$. 
The Riemann surface is then the set A of the equivalence classes; 
it is a Hausdorff space but not necessarily connected ; if the mappings 
yi’t: Q -+ A are given by &x$): = [(Q, LX*)] ([ ] denotes the equivalence 
class) then the pairs (~&&), $1 are the coordinate systems. We assume 
that the atlas is maximal, i.e. if (Z, y) is a coordinate system which is 
compatible (see [ll], p. 32) with all the (94 (Do, $) then !P(Z)=ln, and 
y = q2j+ for some j E I. 
1.2. Band Algebras 
We only fix some notations; for background we refer to e.g. [12]. We 
always consider a Banach algebra, A, with identity element, e, satisfying 
llel] = 1. The group of the regular elements is denoted B or GA ; the spectrum 
of b is a(b) or a~@). If A happens to be commutative then .A? denotes 
its maximal ideal space and C or CA the algebra of the continuous functions 
on A with supremum norm. The Gelfand representation is a map, y, 
from A into CA ; we denote the function y(b) on A by 6. 
1.3. Principal extensions 
If 52 is a set in q, v an analytic function on some domain in q, and 
A a Riemann surface, then the principal extensions of these objects in 
the Banach algebra A are denoted M(Q) or M(S, A), M(p) or M(v, A) 
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and H(d) or M(d, A) respectively (see [l], [3], and [4] for definitions 
and properties). We recall that M(d) and the strongly analytic structure 
on it are defined by the atlas (M(Q), at) where (M(Qt), at) - (M(Q), q) 
iff ~=M(@~j)(a~), which is obtained from the maximal atlas of d by 
principal extension. 
2. THE PRINCIPAL EXTENSION OF THE RIEMANN SPHERE 
2.0. In this section the Banach algebra A is not necessarily commutative; 
we shall give a description, algebraic in nature, of a strong Banach manifold 
(see [3]) which is analytically equivalent to the principal extension of the 
Riemann sphere. A very common way to look at the complex Riemann 
sphere is to consider it as an extension ofa, in fact with only one additional 
point, 00. We shall take the same point of view for the Riemann sphere 
over A, i.e. we shall identify A with the image of the “natural” (see 2.7) 
embedding of A in its Riemann sphere. This will enable us to discern 
proper points and improper points on the sphere. 
2.1. DEFINITION. InCjxA we define 
(a, a) -(B, b): * (a-/3)a+e EC and b=((or-#?)a+e)-la. 
It is easy to verify that - is an equivalence relation in q x A. We mention 
some other properties of this relation. 
2.2. If (a, a) - (OL, b) then a=b. 
2.3. If (a, a) - (/3, b) then ab=ba. 
2.4. If (a, a) - (/9, b) th en there is a complete neighbourhood 0 of a 
and a strongly schlicht function J’ such that (n, z) - (,9, P(z)) for all x E 0 
(see [3]). In fact, if CX=/~ then a=b and o=A=M(CJ), P(z)=x; if b#,$ 
then (B - a)-i 4 o(a) and 0 = M(CJ\{(@ - or)-I}), F = M(v) where y(A) = 
=q(a-fi)A+ 1)-i. 
2.5. If limndcx, a,=a, limtioo b,= b, whereas (a, a,) N (/?, b,) (n E II) 
then (a, a) - (/?, b). 
2.6. The analytic structure on the set of equivalence classes 
We denote the equivalence class of ((x, a) by [(a, a)]. We define: 
D: = {[(a, a)]la Eq, a E A}, is%: = {[(a, a)]la E A}. 
Note that Urtc S,= D. Let fa : S, + A be defined by fJ(ol, a)]) =a. We 
remark that (for a#/?) fa(Sa n S,) =M(q\{(p-(~1-11) and fb o fZ=M(rp) 
where cp is as in 2.4. The collection {(a, fa)la ECU) is not a strongly analytic 
structure on D in the sense of [3], but we can enlarge it to such a structure 
by adding all coordinate systems compatible with every (a, fa). Thus, 
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the coordinate systems (S,, f&) define the structure of a strong Banach 
manifold on D. That this manifold is equivalent to the generalized Riemann 
sphere [4] follows from the fact that the fractional linear maps 
L + l(yA + 1)-l (A Eq) 
from a set of coordinates for the complex Riemann sphere. 
2.7. The improper points of D. The easiest way to handle the complex 
Riemann sphere is to consider it as an extension. of Cl. In just the same 
way we consider D as an extension of A, by identifying A with 
So = f,‘(A) = {p E DI3’,4(0,4 E PI}. 
The elements of D\So are called the improper points; SO is the set of the 
proper points. 
2.8. LEMMA. The point p = [(a, a)] is improper iff uu + e is singular in A. 
PROOF. If p E SO then (ar, a) N (0, b) for some b E A, hence oLa + e is 
regular (2.1). On the other hand, if ala+ e is regular then 
(01, a) - (0, (ua+e)-la), 
hence p is proper. 0 
2.9. Inverses in D. Just as in the complex case, we can extend the 
mapping a 3 a-l, originally defined for a E a, to an analytic homeo- 
morphism D + D. The lemmas 2.10 and 2.11 are a preparation for this 
extension (2.12). 
2.10. LEIKMA. For every p E D there is a pair (a, a) E p with OL # 0. 
PROOF. Let p=[(O,b)]. If b=O then (1, 0) up); if b#O, we take 
a = - Qjlblj-1 and then (a, (-orb + e)-lb) E p. 0 
2.11. LEiQiWA. Let OL/?#O, then (a, a) N (/?, b) iff 
(u-1, -cc%-ue) N (/3-6-1, -/Fb--Be). 
The proof is a straightforward computation. 
2.12. DEFINITION. Let p = [(a, a)] with ar# 0, then 
p-1: =[(a-1, -a%-bee)]. 
From 2.10 and 2.11 it follows that the mapping, H, which maps p onto 
p-1 is well d fi e ne d on D and injective. It is also surjective since, for OL # 0, 
we have (01, a) N ((or&)-i, - (cc-1)2b - ar-le) with b = - $a - Lwe. This proves 
at the same time that 
(2.13) (p-l)-l=p (2, ED). 
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2.14. THEOREM. H is an analytic homeomorphism of D onto D. 
PROOF. Since H+= H (2.13) it suffices to note that H is analytic. Let 
p E S,, 01# 0, then H(p) E S,-1 and f,-1 o H o fZ= M(yJ where y&(2) = 
z.z- &-CL 0 
The next lemma gives the relation of H and inverses in A. 
2.15. LEMMA. If b E G and p= [(0, b)] then p-l= [(0, b-l)]. 
PROOF. If (0, b) - (OL, a) with n#O (2.10) then b=(m+e)%, so 
b-1 = - a%-i( - 01% - ne) and this means (0, b-1) N (a-l, - 1y2u - ae). q 
2.16. LEMMA. If b E A\G and p = [(0, b)] then p-1 is improper. 
PROOF. If (0, b) - (oc, a) with LY # 0 then a= ( - orb + e)-lb is singular, 
so - ora is singular and [(a- 1, -a%-ale)] is improper by lemma 2.8. 0 
2.17. THEOREM. If D contains only one improper point then A is 
isometrically isomorphic to a. 
PROOF. For every singular element a E A the point [(0, a)]-1 is improper, 
hence [(0, a)]-l=[(O, 0)]-1; (0, a) - (0, 0) and a=O. So A is a complete 
division algebra and an application of the Gelfand-Mazur theorem ([lo], 
p. 178) proves the theorem. 0 
2.18. There is an interesting difference between the complex sphere 
and D. Generally there are in D improper points which are not inverses 
of singular elements of A ; these are the points p = [(oL, a)] for which both 
a and ora+ e are singular. Unless the spectrum of every element of A 
consists of only one complex number, such points always exist. It is 
obvious that H maps the set of these points onto itself. 
2.19 Spectra in D. The spectrum of a point of D is a nonempty compact 
subset of the Riemann sphere a([(&, a)]) = {[(a, n)]ln E o(u)}, where [(a, Jt)] 
is the point of the complex sphere which has (01,n) as a representant, 
i.e. [(a, n)]=(aJ+l)-13, if oliz# -1 and [((x, A)]=m if oli2= -1. Since the 
spectral mapping theorem holds for the polynomials -&k--e, it does 
so for H. The following theorem is now a direct consequence of 2.8 and 2.18. 
2.20. THEOREM. A point p E D is improper iff 00 E u(p). The points p 
and p-l are both improper iff (0, CYQ> C c(p). 
3. TEE OELFAND REPRESENTATION OF THE PRINCIPAL EXTENSION OF A 
RIEMANN SURFACE 
From now on we assume that A is commutative. The first lemma 
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dealing with the Gelfand representation of strongly analytic functions 
is well known (see [lo], p. 202-203). 
3.1. LEMMA. Let pl be analytic in a neighbourhood of the spectrum of 
aeA; f~:=M(v, A); fc:=M(q~, C) then f~(a)^=fc(a)=v oc2. 
3.2. The Gelfand representation of M(A, A) 
Let A be a Riemann surface with atlas as in 1.1. The Gelfand repre- 
sentation of M(A, A) is the mapping, yd, of M(A, A) into M(A, C) which 
maps the point [(M(Qi, A), Q)] onto [(M(Li+, C), &)I; the representation 
of the strongly analytic structure on M(A, A) is analogous. To justify 
this definition we first remark that uA(a) = at(d) so at E M(!&, A) implies 
& E M(!& C); moreover, if (M(Q, A), al) - (M(ln,, A), q) then M(@, A) 
maps a+ onto q; by lemma 3.1 this implies that M(Qs,, C) maps 4 onto 
a, so VW&> Cl, 4) - WV%, Cl, 4). 
3.3. REMARK. This definition can be adapted to strong Banach manifolds 
([3]). We only have to realize that, if 0 is a complete set (see [3]) occurring 
in the atlas of the manifold, 8 is not necessarily complete; so we do not 
use 6 but as in 3.2 we take the complete set 8: = M(a,(&), C) = M(a~(0), C). 
3.4. THEOREM. The Gelfand representation yd is a continuous map of 
strong Banach manifolds. 
PROOF. If (M&4, A), a) E P E MU, A) then Y&P) = (f& 0 Y 0 f.d(r)) 
where fA,f and fc,l are the coordinates of the manifolds M(A, A) and 
M(A, C) belonging to the charts M(L&, A) and M(&, C). From this the 
continuity is obvious. Cl 
3.5. REMARK. It also follows from the above argument and from 3.1 
that the Gelfand representation 7~: M(A, A) -+ M(A, C) is injective iff 
A is semi-simple. 
3.6. The points in M(A, C) as A-valued continuous functions on JY 
By construction every element of M(A, C) is of the form [(M(L?g, C), h)] 
where h is a continuous function on JY with range in J&. We consider 
this as the mapping d + A which maps m E & onto [(&, h(m))] E A. 
Clearly this mapping is continuous. So 7~ represents the points of M(A, A) 
by A-valued continuous functions on the maximal ideal space. 
3.7. REMARK. Let A(&) be the space of all A-valued continuous 
functions on .M then by (3.6) M(A, C) is embedded in A(d). Generally 
M(A, C) is a proper subset of A(d) since M(A, C) only contains functions 
whose range is included in a single coordinate domain. 
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3.8. The qnectrurn. The spectrum of a point p E M(d, A) is a non-empty 
compact subset of d ([4], p. 11). With the interpretation of y&n)) = :$ 
as a function on JZ we have the following generalization of a well-known 
property of y. 
THEOREM. 424 = fw)* 
PROOF. Let 1, = [(M(& A), a)] then by definition 
a(p) = {[(Qt, ~e)ll~r E @a)> = 
= {UQb am))11 m E ~}=fl(Jr). 0 
3.9. The Gel/and-Naimark theorem 
THEOREM. If A is a commutative B*-algebra, then ?A is a homeo- 
morphism of M(d, A) onto M(d, C). 
PROOF. Since YA is locally a composition of y and a coordinate function 
and the inverse of a coordinate, and since (by 3.1) YA is independent of 
the choice of coordinates the result follows from the Gelfand-Naimark 
theorem for algebras (e.g. [7], 1X.3.6). 0 
3.10. EXAMPLE. The Riemann sphere. Let A be the Riemann sphere ; 
we use the description of sec. 2 for DA =M(A, A) and Dc=M(A, C). The 
Gelfand representation ?A in this situation is the mapping which maps 
[(a, a)] onto [(01, ci)]. W e f ecus our attention on some of the algebraic 
properties of l/d. For the proper part of DA it is a restatement of standard 
results that yd is an algebra homomorphism into the proper part of DC ; 
(it is an isomorphism if A is semi-simple, and a surjective isomorphism 
if A is a B*-algebra). From lemma 2.8 it follows that @= y&) is improper 
iff p is improper. From 2.12 it is clear that s-1 = @-I)* for all p E DA. 
Finally, if p is an improper point and not the inverse of a singular element 
of A (see 2.18) then the same holds for $. 
3.11. REMARK. The description of the manifolds by means of atlasses 
allows us to extend any representation, 6, of the Banach algebra A into 
the Banach algebra B to a representation of M(A, A) into M(A, B) 
provided the representation has the following two properties: eA(a) = 
=oB(b(a)) for all a E A; 6(/A(a)) =fB(b(a)) for every a E A and C$J locally 
analytic around OA(a); fA:=M(v, A), fB:=d!f(f& B). 
As an example of this situation we take for A the Banach algebra of 
the n x n matrices with coefficients in a commutative Banach algebra Ao, 
for B the Banach algebra of the continuous mappings of the maximal 
ideal space of Ao into the n x n complex matrices and for 6 the Gelfand 
representation introduced in [2] for this situation. 
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